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MICROSOFT’S AI PRINCIPLES

FA I R N E S S
Treat all stakeholders equitably and prevent
stereotypes and biases.

RELIABILIT Y & SAFET Y
Build systems to perform safely even in the
worst-case scenario.

PR I VAC Y & S E C U R I T Y
Protect data from misuse and unintentional
access to ensure privacy rights.

I N C LU S I O N
Empower everyone, regardless of ability, and
engage people by providing channels for
feedback.

T R A N S PA R E N C Y
Create systems and outputs that are easily
understandable.

AC C O U N TA B I L I T Y
Take responsibility for how systems operate
and their impact on society.

microsoft.com/ai/our-approach-to-ai

Why harms?
As technology builders, your work is global. Designing AI to
be trustworthy requires creating solutions that reflect ethical
principles deeply rooted in important and timeless values. In
the process of designing and building your technologies, it is
essential to evaluate not only ideal outcomes, but the potential
for negative ones as well.
H OW TO U S E T H I S G U I D E
This booklet features questions you can ask as you build and
refine your own technologies, and scenarios that imagine
potential risks or misuse. Questions are called in bold and in
boxes:

What are the ways in which this technology could monitor people
across physical and virtual space?

Scenarios are indicated by a preceding icon, for example:
A synthetic voice font might mimic the sound of a
person’s voice and be used to access a bank account.
You can explore these questions and scenarios individually, as a
team, and with additional stakeholders.
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Tech and
human rights
In today’s world, it’s more important than ever to deeply
consider how technology impacts human rights. History
teaches us that human rights violations result not only from the
nefarious use of technology, but also from a lack of awareness
amongst those with good intentions. In addition to protecting
privacy and security, we must address the risks of AI and other
emerging technologies, such as facial recognition, with the
goal of building technologies that protect human life and
uphold human dignity.
As part of our company's dedication to human rights, we’ve
forged a partnership with important stakeholders outside
of our industry, including the United Nations (UN). Our
company firmly supports the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR), a set of UN principles ratified by more than
250 nations. Drafted by a diverse global group of legal and
cultural experts, the UDHR was proclaimed by the United
Nations General Assembly in 1948 as a common standard of
achievements for all peoples and all nations. This defined, for
the first time, fundamental human rights to be universally
protected.
Microsoft is one of 4,700 corporate signatories to the UN
Global Compact, an international business initiative designed
to promote responsible corporate citizenship. As our president
and chief legal officer Brad Smith has stated, "When your
technology changes the world, you bear a responsibility to
help address the world you have helped create.”
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recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights
of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in
the world,
disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted in barbarous acts
which have outraged the conscience of mankind, and the advent of a world in which
human beings shall enjoy freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and want
has been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people,
it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to have recourse, as a last
resort, to rebellion against tyranny and oppression, that human rights should be
protected by the rule of law,
it is essential to promote the development of friendly relations between
nations,
the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter reaffirmed their faith
in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person and in the
equal rights of men and women and have determined to promote social progress and
better standards of life in larger freedom,
Member States have pledged themselves to achieve, in cooperation with the
United Nations, the promotion of universal respect for and observance of human rights
and fundamental freedoms,
a common understanding of these rights and freedoms is of the greatest
importance for the full realization of this pledge,
The General Assembly, Proclaims this Universal Declaration of Human Rights as a
common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations, to the end that every
individual and every organ of society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mind,
shall strive by teaching and education to promote respect for these rights and freedoms
and by progressive measures, national and international, to secure their universal and
effective recognition and observance, both among the peoples of Member States
themselves and among the peoples of territories under their jurisdiction.
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Right to Equality
Freedom from Discrimination
Right to Life, Liberty, Personal Security
Freedom from Slavery
Freedom from Torture and Degrading Treatment
Right to Recognition as a Person before the Law
Right to Equality before the Law
Right to Remedy by Competent Tribunal
Freedom from Arbitrary Arrest and Exile
Right to Fair Public Hearing
Right to be Considered Innocent until Proven Guilty
Freedom from Interference with Privacy, Family, Home
and Correspondence
Right to Free Movement in and out of the Country
Right to Asylum in other Countries from Persecution
Right to a Nationality and the Freedom to Change It
Right to Marriage and Family
Right to Own Property
Freedom of Belief and Religion
Freedom of Opinion and Information
Right of Peaceful Assembly and Association
Right to Participate in Government and in Free Elections
Right to Social Security
Right to Desirable Work and to Join Trade Unions
Right to Rest and Leisure
Right to Adequate Living Standard
Right to Education
Right to Participate in the Cultural Life of Community
Right to a Social Order that Articulates this Document
Community Duties Essential to Free and Full Development
Freedom from State or Personal Interference in the above Rights

Human
understanding
To build trustworthy systems that uphold human rights, we
must consider many people’s perspectives. When we ask who
the stakeholders are, what they value, and how they could
be hurt by our technology, we take a powerful step toward
designing and building better products.
W H O W I L L B E A F F E C T E D BY T H I S T E C H N O LO G Y ?
Who are the stakeholders? Which of them are customers?
Which aren't? What do they value? How could they be harmed?
Asking these questions allow for a better understanding
of what is important to stakeholders and what sort of
relationships they will have with our technology.
Images: Pexels.com
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Types of
stakeholders
PR O J E C T S P O N S O R S
Financial backers, decision makers, and owners are considered
sponsors. Their values are frequently reflected in the project
strategy and goals.
Who will define if the system has been successful?

TECH BUILDERS
Designers, developers, project managers, and those working
directly on designing and producing systems are considered
builders. They often bring their own personal ethical standards
and profession-specific values to the system.
Who will make decisions about how the system will work?

D I R E C T AC TO R S
People who will directly interact with the system, including
users and administrators.
Who will interface hands-on
with the system?

Who will the system provide
insights to?

I N D I R E C T AC TO R S
People who will be impacted by system outputs or be the
a subject of the system, including workers, visitors, and
bystanders.
What personal attributes
may result in system
underperformance or needs
that are unlikely to be met?

What past experiences could
result in someone being
skeptical or wary about use of
the product/service?

M A R G I N A L I Z E D O R V U L N E R A B L E P O P U L AT I O N S
People who fulfill a Project Sponsor, Tech Builder, Direct actor,
or Indirect actor role may also have attributes or experiences
that influence how likely the system will meet their needs,
their perception of the system, or the potential to experience
disproportionate harm.
What personal attributes
may result in system
underperformance or needs
that are unlikely to be met?

What past experiences could
result in someone being
skeptical or wary about use of
the product/service?

Images from top down: 1. Google founders and execs at public opening in August 2004 (Getty
Images), 2. Arlan Hamilton, venture capitalist (Forbes), 3. Silicon Valley software engineers
(Quartz), 4, Homeless citizens at a quarantine came in Las Vegas (John Locher/AP)
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Types of harm
Once we start to establish a deeper understanding of
stakeholders, we can effectively anticipate ways our
technology could result in harm.
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Risk of injury
Physical injury
Emotional or psychological injury

Denial of
consequential
services
Opportunity loss
Economic loss

Infringement on
human rights
Dignity loss
Liberty loss
Privacy loss
Environmental impact

Erosion of social &
democratic structures
Manipulation
Social detriment

Risk of injury

A human-operated, self-driving car crashed into and killed a bicyclist crossing the street. It was
later discovered that the car didn’t stop for the bicyclist, who wasn’t crossing in a crosswalk,
because it was only trained to recognize people within crosswalks. Image from (NBC/2019)

Physical injury
Technology has the potential to hurt people and create
dangerous environments.

OV E R R E LI AN C E O N SAFE T Y FE ATUR E S
Without adequate human oversight, people may form
unhealthy dependence on technology to make decisions.

How might people rely on

In what ways could this

this technology to keep them

technology reduce appropriate

safe?

human oversight?

A healthcare system may misdiagnose illness, leading
to unnecessary treatment.

INADE Q UATE FAIL-SAFE S
Systems may be unreliable without real-world testing that
factors in diverse sets of users and scenarios.

If this technology fails or is

Are there alternative uses that

misused, how would people

haven’t been tested? How would

be impacted? At what point

users be affected by a system failure

could a human intervene?

in one of those cases?

If an automatic door failed to detect a wheelchair
during an emergency evacuation, a person might be
trapped without an accessible override button.

E XP OS UR E TO UNHE ALTH Y AG E NT S
The manufacture and disposal of technological devices may
jeopardize the health and well-being of workers and people
who live near the manufacture and disposal sites.

What negative outcomes could arise from the manufacture of
technological components or devices?

Inadequate safety measures may cause workers
to be exposed to toxins during digital component
manufacturing.
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Emotional or
psychological injury
Misused technology has the potential to lead to serious
emotional and psychological distress.

OV E R R E LI AN C E O N AUTO MATI O N
If a product cultivates a false sense of security, users may trust
the reliability of a digital agent over that of a human.

Could this

How might this

Is sole dependence

technology

technology

on an artificial

reduce direct

interface with

agent possible?

interpersonal

trusted sources of

How could that

feedback? How?

information?

impact people?

A chat bot may be relied upon for relationship advice
or mental health counseling instead of a trained
professional.

D I S TO R TI O N O F R E ALIT Y O R G A S LI G HTIN G
When intentionally misused, technology might undermine
trust and warp someone’s sense of reality.

In what ways could this technology be used to modify digital media
or physical environments in an effort to deceive?

An IoT device might enable monitoring and controlling
of an intimate partner from afar.

R E D UC E D S E LF-E S TE E M/ R E PUTATI O N DAMAG E
Publicly shared content can be extremely harmful, false,
misleading, or denigrating.

How could this technology be

How could it be manipulated

used to inappropriately share

to misuse information and

personal information?

misrepresent people?

Synthetic media might be used to swap faces in
“revenge porn,” creating the illusion of a person
participating in a video even though they didn’t.
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Wonder Woman actress Gal Gadot's face has been used to make a multitude of pornographic
"deepfake" videos, including the one shown in the screenshot above. (BBC/2018)

ADD I C TI O N/AT TE NTI O N HIJAC K IN G
Technology may be designed to result in prolonged user
interaction, disregarding their well-being.

Will this technology reward or encourage continued interaction
beyond delivering user value? In what ways?

Variable drop rates in video game loot boxes might
cause players to keep playing and neglect self-care.

IDE NTIT Y THE F T
Loss of control over personal credentials, reputation, and/or
representation may occur due to theft.

In what ways could this

Is it possible that this technology

technology be used to

could identify the wrong

impersonate another

individual as the authentic user?

individual?

How?

A synthetic voice font might mimic the sound of a
person’s voice and be used to access a bank account.

MI SAT TRIB UTI O N
Damage can be done when a person or group is credited with
something they are not responsible for.

How could this technology

If something was incorrectly

misattribute an action or

attributed, what would the

content?

impact be?

Facial recognition may misidentify an individual during
a police investigation.
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Denial of
consequential
services

A growing body of research indicates that AI systems used for job recruitment reinforce racial and
gender inequality. Image: job seekers lined up at a career fair in NY (Reuters/Shannon Stapleton)

Opportunity loss
Automated decisions have the potential to limit access to
resources, services, and opportunities essential to well-being.

E MPLOY ME NT D I S C RIMINATI O N
People may be denied access to apply to or secure jobs based
on characteristics unrelated to merit.

Are there ways in which this technology could impact
recommendations or decisions related to employment?

Hiring AI may recommend fewer candidates from
state schools for interviews.

H O US IN G D I S C RIMINATI O N
People may be denied access to apply or secure housing based
on characteristics unrelated to merit.

How could this technology impact recommendations or decisions
related to housing?

Public housing queuing algorithms might cause people
with foreign names to wait longer for vouchers.

IN S UR AN C E AND B E NE FIT D I S C RIMINATI O N
Biased standards might lead to an unfair denial of insurance,
social assistance, or access to medical trials.

Could this technology be used to determine access, cost, allocation
of insurance, or social benefits? In what ways?

An insurance company may charge higher rates
for drivers working night shifts due to algorithmic
predictions suggesting increased drunk driving risk.
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E D UC ATI O NAL D I S C RIMINATI O N
Biased standards may lead to the denial of education due to
immutable characteristics.

How might this technology be used to determine access, cost,
accommodations, or other outcomes related to education?

An emotion classifier might incorrectly report that
students of color are less engaged than their white
counterparts, leading to lower grades.

D I G ITAL D IVID E / TE C HN O LO G I C AL
D I S C RIMINATI O N
Disproportionate access to the benefits of technology can leave
some people less informed or less equipped to participate in
society.

What prerequisite skills,

What if select people gained

equipment, or connectivity

earlier access than others to

are necessary to get the most

equipment, connectivity, or other

out of this technology?

functionalities of this technology?

Content throttling may prevent rural students from
accessing a classroom instruction video feed.

LOS S O F C H O I C E / NE T WO R K AND FILTE R B UB B LE
A disconnect might occur when people are only presented
information that reinforces their own beliefs.

Could this technology affect

What past behaviors or

which choices and information

preferences might this

are made available to people?

technology rely on to predict

How?

future behaviors or preferences?

News feeds may limit information to that which
confirms existing beliefs.

Students use a laptop issued through the Plan Ceibal initiative, at a rural public school in Uruguay,
as part of a project to reduce the digital divide. (UNICEF/ Pirozzi)

Economic loss
Automating decisions related to financial instruments,
economic opportunity, and resources have the potential to
amplify existing societal inequities and prevent well-being.

C R E D IT D I S C RIMINATI O N
People may be denied access to financial instruments based on
characteristics unrelated to economic merit.

How will the technology rely

How could it affect the ability

on existing credit structures to

of an individual or group to

make decisions?

obtain/maintain a credit score?

Higher introductory rate offers might be sent only to
homes in lower socioeconomic postal codes.

D IFFE R E NTIAL PRI C IN G O F G O O DS AND S E RVI C E S
Services or goods might be offered at different prices for
reasons unrelated to the cost of production or delivery.

Could this technology be used

What is the criteria for

to determine the pricing of

determining the cost to people

goods or services? How?

for use of this tech?

Women may be charged more for products than their
male counterparts.

At left, the “pink tax” is a form of gender-based price discrimination, with the name stemming from
the observation that many of the affected products are pink. (Reuters)
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Clifford Jeudy, 47, says he suffered post-traumatic stress disorder because of the graphic content
he was exposed to while working as a content moderator for Cognizant Technology Solutions, a
Facebook contractor. He has filed a class-action lawsuit against Facebook and Cognizant. (Dirk
Shadd/Tampa Bay Times)

E CO N O MI C E XPLO ITATI O N
People could be misled to work on something that they don't
understand, which might impact their dignity or well-being.

What role did human labor play

What role does human labor

in producing training data for

play in supporting this

this technology? How was this

technology? Where will the

workforce acquired?

workforce come from?



Financially destitute people might be paid for their
biometric data to train AI systems.

DE VALUATI O N O F IND IVID UAL E XPE R TI S E
Technology may supplant the use of paid human expertise or
labor.

How might this technology impact the need to employ an existing
workforce?

Grocery store cashiers might be almost entirely
replaced with self-checkout and automated stocking.

Cashiers bag groceries for customers at the Baltimore Ruxton Graul's Market. "We can be replaced
by a self-checkout machine," said Watson, at right. (Karl Merton Ferron / Baltimore Sun)
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Infringement
on human
rights

Children do much of the work in India’s informal e-waste recycling industry. An estimated 45,000
children work in the industry in Delhi alone. (National Geographic)

Dignity loss
Technology has the potential to influence people's perception
of the world, as well as the ways in which they value, respect,
recognize, and engage with one another.

D E H UM ANI Z ATI O N
Visibility into a person's humanity can be removed, reduced, or
obscured.

Will this technology be used to

How might this technology

simplify or abstract the way a

reduce the distinction between

person is represented? How?

humans and the digital world?

Entity recognition and virtual overlays in drone
surveillance might reduce operators’ perception of
targets as real people.

PUB LI C S HAMIN G
Private, sensitive, socially unacceptable material might be
exposed at great expense to the subject.

How could private information or activity be revealed through this
technology? How could the data be aggregated?

A fitness app might reveal a user’s GPS location on
social media, indicating attendance at an Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting.

Alcoholics Anonymous states that anonymity provides protection for all members from
identification as alcoholics, a safeguard often of special importance to newcomers. (The Phoenix
Society)

Liberty loss
Automation of legal, judicial, and social systems can reinforce
biases and lead to detrimental consequences.

PR E D I C TI V E P O LI C IN G
Historical records may unfairly infer suspicious behavior and
criminal intent.

Would it possible for the technology to support or replace human
policing or criminal justice decision-making? How?

An algorithm may predict a number of area arrests,
so police make sure they match or exceed that
number.

S O C IAL CO NTRO L
Public judgment and categorization of human behaviors may
reinforce lack of individuality, encouraging conformity.

What types

How would the

Is this technology

of personal or

data be obtained?

likely to be used

behavioral data

What outputs

to encourage or

might feed this

would be derived

discourage certain

technology?

from this data?

behaviors?

An authoritarian government might use social media
and e-commerce data to determine a “trustworthy”
score based on where people shop and who they
spend time with.

LOS S O F E FFE C TI VE R E ME DY
A lack of transparency may eliminate opportunities to contest
or expose the rationale behind a decision.

Will people be

In what ways could

How could

able to understand

the technology be

people contest or

the technology's

relied on to explain

question a decision

reasoning for

the decisions it

this technology

decisions? How?

makes?

makes?

An automated prison sentence or pre-trial release
decision may not be explained to the accused.
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Privacy loss
Information generated by our use of technology can be used
to determine facts or make assumptions about someone
without their knowledge.

INTE R FE R E N C E WITH PRIVATE LIFE
Technology may reveal information a person does not wish to
share.

In what ways could this

How could decisions based upon

technology provide

these inferences expose things

information that infers

that a person does not want

portions of a private life?

made public?

Task-tracking AI might monitor personal patterns
from which it infers an extramarital affair.

FO RC E D A S S O C IATI O N
Technology may require surveillance to take part in society.

Could this technology be required for participation in society or
organization membership? How?

Biometric enrollment in a company’s meeting room
transcription AI may be a stipulated requirement in a
job offer letter.

INAB ILIT Y TO FR E E LY AND FULLY DE VE LO P
PE R S O NALIT Y
Restricted avenues for development might limit people's
abilities to truthfully express themselves.

In what way does the

How could using the product or

technology ascribe positive

system reveal free-expression-

vs. negative connotations

inhibiting information to

toward particular

entities like an employer or the

personality traits?

government?

An intelligent meeting system might record all
discussions between colleagues, including personal
coaching and mentorship sessions.
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Above: Teenage girls are twice as likely as boys to show depressive symptoms linked to social media
use – mainly due to online harassment and disturbed sleep, as well as poor body image and lower
self-esteem. (Arya News/2019)

NE V E R FO RG I VE N
Technology may maintain records that are never deleted.

What data is stored from

How long is user data stored after

this product, where is it

technology interaction?

stored, and who can access

How is user data updated or

it?

deleted?

A teenager’s social media history might remain
searchable long after they have outgrown the platform.

LOS S O F FR E E D O M O F M OVE ME NT O R A S S E MB LY
Anonymity might be removed, causing limited navigation of
the physical or virtual world.

What are the ways in which this technology could monitor people
across physical and virtual space?

A real name might be required in order to sign up for
a video game, enabling real-world stalking.

Below: A Washington state man was arrested in 2018 on accusations that he stalked a Twitch
streamer and traveled to northwest Arkansas to marry her. (ABC/Benton County Jail)
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Environmental impact
The environment can be impacted by every decision in
a system or product life cycle, from the amount of cloud
computing needed to retail packaging.

E XPLO ITATI O N O R DE PLE TI O N O F R E S O URC E S
Obtaining the raw materials for a technology, including how
it's powered, may lead to negative consequences to the
environment and its inhabitants.

What materials are

What energy requirements

needed to build or run this

are needed to build or run this

technology?

technology?

A local community might be displaced due to the
harvesting of rare earth minerals and metals required
for some electronic manufacturing.

E LE C TRO NI C WA S TE
Collective well-being might be reduced because of the inability
to repair, recycle, or safely dispose of electronics.

Could this technology reduce

Could this technology contribute

electronic waste by recycling

to electronic waste when new

materials or allowing users to

versions are released other

self-repair? How?

versions stop working? How?

Toxic materials inside discarded electronic devices
may leach into the water supply, making local
populations ill.

Below: Men burning electrical wires to recover copper at one of the world's biggest e-waste dumps,
Agbogbloshie, in Ghana. (Muntaka Chasant/Wikipedia Commons)

Erosion of
social &
democratic
structures

“Deepfakes" have changed the idea that seeing is believing—and could have a huge impact on
how future political campaigns unfold. (Elyse Samuels/The Washington Post)

Manipulation
The ability for technology to be used to create highly
personalized and manipulative experiences can undermine an
informed citizenry and trust in societal structures.

MI S INFO R MATI O N
Fake information might be disguised as legitimate or credible.

How might this technology

How could it be used to spread

be used to generate

misinformation that appears

misinformation?

credible?

Generation of synthetic speech, attributed to a
political leader, might sway an election.

B E H AV I O R AL E XPLO ITATI O N
Patterns of behavior and personal preferences could be
exploited for the purpose of prompting desired outcomes.

How might this technology

How could this technology be used

be used to observe patterns

to encourage dysfunctional or

of behavior?

maladaptive behaviors?

Monitoring shopping habits in a connected retail
environment may lead to personalized incentives for
impulse shoppers and hoarders.

A shopper pulls two shopping carts full of items at a big box retailer during a Black Friday sale.
(Bloomberg/Albany Business Review)
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Social detriment
At scale, the way technology impacts people shapes social and
economic structures within communities. It can further ingrain
elements that benefit some, at the exclusion of others.

AMPLIFI C ATI O N O F P OWE R INE Q UALIT Y
Existing privilege disparities may perpetuate class divisions.

How might this technology be

How might people with

used in contexts where there

more power or privilege

are existing social, economic, or

disproportionately influence

class disparities?

the technology?

Requiring a residential address and phone number
to register on a job website may prevent a homeless
person from applying for jobs.

S TE R E OT Y PE R E INFO RC E ME NT
Uninformed “conventional wisdom” may be used to perpetuate
historically or statistically underrepresented people.

How might this technology be

How might the data used by

used to reinforce or amplify

this technology cause it to

existing social norms or cultural

reflect biases or stereotypes?

stereotypes?



Results of an image search for "CEO" might primarily
show photos of Caucasian men.

A Google image search for “CEO” in October 2020. (Ethics & Society)
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LOS S O F IND IVID UALIT Y
Technology may limit the expression of unique perspectives.
How might this technology

In what ways might the data

amplify majority opinions or

gathered by this technology be

“group-think”? Conversely,

used in feedback to people?

how might unique forms of
expression be suppressed?

Limited customization options in designing a video
game avatar may inhibit self-expression of a player’s
diversity.

LOS S O F RE PRE S E NTATI O N
Broad categories of generalization may obscure, diminish, or
erase real identities.

How could this technology

Could it be used to automatically

constrain identity options?

label or categorize people?

An automatic photo caption might assign incorrect
gender identities and ages to subjects.

S K ILL DE G R ADATI O N AND CO MPL AC E N C Y
Overreliance on automation might lead to manual skill atrophy.

In what ways might this technology reduce the accessibility of and
ability to use manual controls?

Overreliance on automation might lead to an inability
to gauge an airplane’s true orientation because the
pilots have been trained to rely on instruments only.

Wreckage from the Air France Flight 447 crash in 2009, considered one of the worst aviation
disasters in history and believed to be a result of "automation addiction," which is when pilots
are overly dependent on computers to fly their planes. (Brazil's Air Force/AP Photo)

What now?
Assessing harms is an ongoing process and a key component
of responsible innovation. Once a potential problem area
has been identified, it’s important to redirect and minimize
possible negative outcomes to protect stakeholders.

A set of tools
Microsoft΄s Ethics & Society team has put together a set of tools
that can be applied and integrated into principled technology.
aka.ms/responsible-ai
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